UNL IMI T ED TAS T ES BES T

Wonderland

INTRODUCING THE UNLIMITED DINING PACK AGE
Tell your clients to bring their appetite for adventure — and for incredible cuisine. Because with the all-new
Unlimited Dining Package, everything is on the table. They’ll be able to dine in any specialty restaurant on
their sailing as many times as they like!* They can enjoy lunch at Jamie’s Italian and dinner at Chops GrilleSM.
The possibilities are endless but deliciousness is guaranteed.

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS:
• For one low price, your clients can enjoy their meals at our specialty restaurants as many times as
they’d like, based on availability.
– For instance, if they want to eat at the same restaurant twice in one night, they can!
• For specialty restaurants with a la carte pricing, the Unlimited Dining Package grants your clients a $35 food
credit per person for each visit.
• Chef’s Table and culinary activities are excluded.
• Package does not include beverages, but does provide 40% off bottles of wine under $100, and 20% off bottles
over $100.

Book Your Unlimited Dining Package today!

*Prices are per person for the full sailing. All selections are subject to change. Royal Caribbean International reserves the right to verify eligibility upon arrival to the activity. Specialty Dining Packages must be booked at least two days prior to boarding and may not be
available for every sail date. One reservation will be automatically created for the first night of the sailing. All other reservations must be made onboard and are subject to availability. Packages include service charge and food portion only for dinner and, when available, lunch
service. For restaurants with a la carte pricing, you’ll receive a $35 food credit. Beverages not included. For Dining Packages, children ages 12 and under are excluded from offer; children ages 6-12 can be added to reservation for a $10 cover charge once onboard. Not available on
holiday sailings. Not valid for Chef’s Table, or Culinary Experiences/Activities. Offer provides discount off wine selections at specialty dining restaurants with the purchase of a qualifying dining package. Offer provides 40% discount off bottles of wine priced at $100 or less; 20%
discount off bottles of wine priced over $100. VAT will be added to the price where applicable. Offer valid only with the purchase of 3-night, 4-night, 5-night, or Unlimited Dining Packages; other Dining Packages excluded. Terms of Royal Caribbean’s Alcohol Policy apply, including a
minimum drinking age, which varies by itinerary. Offer is not transferable, not redeemable for cash, and expires on the final night of the cruise. Terms of Dining Packages apply. Features vary by ship. All itineraries are subject to change without notice. ©2020 Royal Caribbean Cruises
Ltd. Ships’ registry: The Bahamas. 19067456 • 4/8/2019

